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In this paper we show that a direct summand of a simply presented mixed abelain group is an 
almost affable group. As a consequence, the classification theorem due to the author is extended to 
the largest possible class. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, the term “group” will mean “abelian group”. A class of groups called 
almost-affable groups has been classified via cardinal invariants by the author [ 111. 
This class coincides with the class of almost simply presented groups; i.e., those 
groups G for which there is a simply presented torsion group T such that G 0 T is 
simply presented. The simply presented p-groups are the totally projective p-groups. 
This class is closed under direct summanlds (Hill [4]) and has a satisfactory 
classification theory. The completely decomposible groups, likewise closed under 
direct summands, (Baer [l], Kulikov [6], and Kaplansky [S]), are the simply 
presented torsion-free groups. However the class of si ly presented mixed groups 
is not closed undter direct summands. We will show ( orem 8) that a group is a 
summand of a simply presented group exactly if it is almost-affable. This will 
complete the solution to Problem 83 of Fuchs [3], and to Problems 1 and 2 of 
Warfield [ 153. 
The natural approach to the problem is to use the theory of valuated groups 
developed by Richman and Walker [7]. We will show (Theorem 7) that ,the class of 
direct sums of infinite cyclic valuated groups is closed under 
special cases of this result have been done by D. Arnold, R. 
The hypothesis and the result in the valuated group case are stronger tha? in the 
setting of mixed groups. Thus in proving Theorem 8, we cannot use Theorem 7 
directly, but must rely on a modification of the proof of the latter. 
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2. Valuated groups 
In this section we prove that the class of direct sums of infinite cyclic valuated 
groups is closed under direct summands. We first present some definitions due to 
Richman and Walker [7]. 
The symbol 00 satisfies the properties 00 < 00 and a! < 00 for any ordinal QI. A 
function vP on a group A, where p is a prime, satisfying 
(1) vpx is an ordinal number or 00, 
(2) vp~x+yb=-W~~, tl,y), 
(3) VpPX ’ %A 
(4) v,nx = v&k if n is not divisible by p, 
iscalled a p-valuation. We say vpx is the p-value of x. A valuated group is a group A 
together with a set of p-v: luations vp, one for each prime p. A homomorphism 
between two valuated groups is a group homomorphism which also satisfies v,f(x) a 
z+,.x for each x and each prime p. An embeddingf : A * B is a one-to-one homomor- 
phism such that vpf (x) = q,x for each x E A and prime p. If A is a subgroup of B and 
the inclusion map is an embedding, then A is a valuated subgroup of B. A direct sum 
A = @lAi of valuated groups is a group direct sum satisfying up (& ai) = min&,ai), 
where ai E Ai, for each prime p. A cyclic valuated group is one that is cyclic as a 
group. 
If A is a group and p is a prime, the p-height function on A is characterized by 
hs = sup{h,y + 1: x = py} 
where h$ is either an ordinal or 00. A, together with its p-height functions, is a 
valuated group. If A is any valuated group, then A may be embedded in a group G, 
where G is valuated by its p-height functions. (See [7, Theorem 231.) 
A height matrix M = [upi] is an o xo matrix whose rows are indexed by the set of 
all primes and whose columns are indexed by the non-negative integersThe ntries 
satisfy Upi C Up,i+l. The p-th row is called the p-indicator. If a is an element of a 
valuated group A, its value matrix M = V(a) is formed by letting upi = vp(pia). If A 
is valuated by its p-height functions, then V(a) is denoted H(a) and is called the 
height matrix of A. The p-indicator of V(a) (respectively H(a)) is denoted V,(a) 
(respectively HP(a)). If p is a prime and M is a height matrix, then pM is obtained 
from M by moving the pth row one position to the left, truncating the term 0~0. If n is 
a positive integer, nM is defined inductively. 
Let p be a fixed prime. The theory of the invariant S defined in [9] carries over to 
valuated groups with minor modifications. Let p = (cyo, CY~, . . .) be a p-indicator. 
Then pi = (ai, CX* l+.~, . . .). Denote the torsion part of A by Al. If A is a valuated group, 
define 
E.cA =(a.EA: Vpa 2Fj 
g *A = [{a E PA: vppia > ai for infinitely many i or a E A,)]. 
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The map &:+AI~“A+~iAI~TA defined by 4(a+p*A)=pia+pTA is a 
hoATomorphism. (F’or groups, this map is a monomorphism, but not for valuated 
groups.) Two p-indicators g and v are equivalent if there are integers i and j such 
that pi = vi. If e is an equivalence class of p-indicators and A Es a valuated group, then 
S(e, A) is the rank of 
lim &Af @*A 
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where p E e. If A is an infinite cyclic valuated group containing an element a such 
that VP(a) E e, then. S(e, A) = 1, and SY; A) = 0 for every other equivalence classfi If 
A = @r Ai, then 
Two height matrices M and N are compatible if there are integers m and YI such 
that mlM B N and rtN 3 M. The invariants T and ST defined in 1111 can be extended 
to valuated groups as was S. For our purposes, however, it will not be necessary to do 
so. The following lemma is a generalization of the basis shift of [ 11, Lemma 7); the 
proof requiring only minor modifications. 
Lemma 1. Let A 7 [al]O[a2]0B be a valuated group, where al and a2 are infinite 
cyclic and have compatible value matrices. Let F be a finite set of primes, and m+ 
(i, j = 1,2) be integers such that 
Vp(a2) S V&nllad if P E E 
Vp(al) S Vph2a2) if PeE 
Vp(a2) s V,(m2& VPM 
Vp(al) s Vph22a2) if P E E- 
rnllrn22 - m12m21 = 1. 
Ifh = mllal + rn12az and b2 = rnzlal+ m22a2, then 
A = [bl]O[b2]0B. 
The following lemma, which is well known for groups, can be proved routinely. 
Lemma 2. Let A == B @C be a direct sum of valuated groups, 4 : B + C a homomor- 
phism,andD={b+4b:bEB}. ThenA=D@C. 
The category of valuated groups is preabelian, [7, Theorem 31. Thus the hypo- 
theses of the generalization of Kaplansky’s Theorem [S], due to C. Walker and 
Warfield [12, Theorem 43, are satisfied, resulting in the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3. Let A = G@H = @I [ai] be a direct sum of infinite cyclic valuated groups. 
Then G = 0, Gi, where each Gi is isomorphic to a direct summand of a countable 
number of&e [ai]. 
The equivalence classes of height matrices determined by compatibility are called 
compatibility ckasses. Let S be a set of infinite cyclic valuated groups, and P be the set 
of compatibility classes representing the groups of S. The relation c < c’ if there are 
M E .Y, M’ E c’ such that M s M’ defines a partial order on P. The map 7: S + P taking 
an imlnite cyclic valuated group to its compatibility class makes S into a semi-rigid 
system. (See Warfield [ 14, Definition 3.101.) A valuated group is homogeneous if it is 
isomorphic to a summand of a direct sum of compatible infinite cyclic valuated 
groups. A direct application of [ 14, Theorem 3.1 l] yields 
Lemma 4. Let A = GO H = @tAi where I is a countable set and each Ai is a 
countable homogeneous valuated group. Then G = @t Gi, where each Gi is also a 
countable homogeneous valuated group. 
Definition. Let p = (LYE, cyl, . . .) and Y = (PO, PI,. . .) be p-indicators. Then v is 
called superior to +A, denoted p << v if ai c pi for all i. 
The goal of this section is to show that if A = G OH = @t [ai] is a direct sum of 
infinite cyclic valuated groups, then G is also such a direct sum. The effect of Lemmas 
3 and 4 is that we may assume I is countable, and that the value matrices of the ai are 
all compatible. We show that a single cyclic summand can be separated from G. 
Lemma 5. Let A = G 0 H = @t [ai] be a direct sum of countably many infinite cyclic 
valuated groups, all represented by compatible value matrices. Assuming G # 0, we 
may write G = [g]@ Go, where g has infinite order. 
. 
Proof. Assume I = {1,2 , . . .} and that the projection of al onto G is nonzero, 
relabeling I if necessary. Write 
The set of all primes p for which (rl, p) # 1 
there is some generator, say a2, such that 
a;!=gZ+hz gzEG,h2EH, 
g2 = C Wi, 
with (~2, p) = 1. 
is finite. Given any one of these primes p, 
Let J be the finiae set of indices for which ri # 0 or si # 0, and let F be any finite set 
of primes for which (~1, pj = 1. (The role of F will be apparent in Theorem 7.) We 
select integers r and s sulch that 
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(1) If (rl, p) = 1. and V’ai # VPaj, where i, j E J, or p E Fg then V’g, << V’(sgz). For 
these primes we require: (r, p) = 1. If p E F, then we require (s, p) # 1. 
(2) If (sz, p) = I and (rl, p) # 1, then V,g+ V’(rg& For these primes we require 
(s, PI = 1. 
Then the element g’ = rgl + sg2 has the property that V’g’ = Vpal whenever (rl, p) = 
1 and V’ai # &,a, i, j E J. V’g’ = V&z if (~2, p) = 1 and (rl, p) Y$ 1. There is a: finite set 
of primes p for which &g’ = VPpk&for all i E J, k > 0 and Vpai = Vpaj for all i, i E J. 
We may thus write g’ = ng*, where g* E G, Vpg* = Vpai, for these primes anId all i E J. 
Thusifg*=C tiai, then the set of all primes p for which (tl, p) # 1 and (t2, y) # 1 is a 
proper subset of those primes p for which (tl, p) # 1. We can thus induct to find an 
element g E G for which 
g = jY1 Wi 
(superceding our former notation), and for each prime p there is some i for which 
V,g = Vpai and (i-i, p) = 1. Moreover if p = V,g, then g is a nonzero representative of
PGI#G- 
We now wish to prove [g] is a summand of G. To do this, we perform a basis shift 
on the set {al, . . . , a,,). Let d = (rl, r-2), and r: = ri/d, i = 1,2. Starting with a1 and 6:2, 
select integers eii, i, j = 1,2; such that: 
(1) If &,a1 = VPrial = V,g, then 
Vpal s Vpe12a2, 
(2) If V,a2 = VP&a2 = V,g, but (1) does not occur, then 
(3) pie11 ep 1e22; p lel2 WJ le2G 
tell, el2) = tell, e21) =: (e22, el2) = (e22, e2d = 1; 
(ri, e& = (ri, e2A = (4, ed = (4, e22) = 1. 
(4) Let p be a prime for wlkh Vpal # V,az. If p ,/?i, then p 1 e12. If p 
p lelb 
Note that if p divides rl, then we are not in the circumstances of (f) so there is 
no reason for p to divide e12 <tr ezl. Hence (3) poses no problems. We have 
(rle22, rzezl) = d, so there are integers d21 and d22 such that 
rled22 - wd21= d. 
Let f22 = ed22, f21 = e21dzl. Now (f2aelt, f&e& = 1, so there are int 
d12 such that 
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Let lil = e&11, f12 = el242, and 
bi =fllal +flm, 
62 =f21al +f2m. 
By Iemma 1, A = [b’1]0[b&B@~&CI)9 and 
g = db’1 + hfu - rlfzdb2 +Cyss riai. 
Inducting, we obtain a final basis 
with 
{b I, . . . 9 b,, an+l, . . 4, 
g = bl+ i sibi and Vg = Vbl. 
Since Vb 1 s V(iil s.6.) there is a homomorphism 4 : [bl]+@y=Jbi] such that 
$bI = Cyz2 sibi. Since i ’ = b1 + q5bl, Lemma 2 guarantees that 
A=[g]@[13 [bil)@(i_@+l [ail)* 
Hence [g] is a summand of G, completing thie proof. 
Corollary 6. Let A = G @ Hbe a direct sum ofcountably many infinite cyclic valuated 
groups, all represented by compatible value matrices. If G has finite rank, then G and H 
are also direct sums of infinite cyclic valuated groups. 
Proof. Repeated application of Lemma 5 shows that G is such a group. The fact that 
H =A/G results in H having the desired property. 
of ’ direct sums 
We are now ready for the main theorem of this section, which shows that the class 
of infinite cyclic valuated groups is closed under direct summands. 
Theorem 7. Let A = G OH = @t [ai] be a direct sum of infinite cyci’ic valuated 
groups. Then G is a direct sum of infinite cyclic valuated groups. 
roof. Lemmas 3 and 4 allow us to assume that I = {1,2, . . .} and that the ai have 
compatible value matrices. We first show that we may write 
A=[~I]@BI@GoOHO 
where 131 has finite rank, Got G, Hoc H. Write 
-.__ 
a1 = gl+ hi, 
gl= C riai, hl z C siai, 
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and assume that gl and hl are both nonzero. We now find a summand [g] of G such 
that, if (rl, p) = 1, then V,g = V’g,. Since rl +sl = 1, if p is a prime dividing sl, then 
(Q, 9) = 1. In constructing , we let those primes which divide s1 comprise the set F at 
the beginning of the proof of Lemma 5, Thus g = gl + g*, where if p divides sl, tt;en 
g* (E: pA. Write G = [g]O Go, and gl = mg + go, where go E Go. If p divides si, and p 
div&sles m, then 
g+pA=gl+pA=mg+go+pA=go+pA. 
This implies g - go E pA and hence g E pA, which is impossible because [g] is a 
summand of A. Hence if p divides s 1, then p doles not divide m. We noHI have 
A = [g]@ GoOH, and we may write GoOH = @zl [xi] by Corollary 6. Write 
Then s1 = C i tiui 1. Suppose pdivides m. Then p does not divide s1 from above, and SO 
there is some i such that (ti, p) = 1. In general, different primes yield different indices 
i. We may use Lemma 1 to shift {Xi} to a new basis {yi} so that there is a fixed index, 
say i = 1, such that if hl = c t:yi, then (ti, p) = 1 for as1 primes p dividing nz. Using yl 
for hl as we used cz1 for gl, we may write H =[h]OHo, 
hl=nh+ho; hoEHo, 
and if p divides m, then p does not divide n. Writing 
al=mg+nh+go+ho 
and performing a basis shift on [g]O[KJ, we obtain a new decomposition 
A = [a’]O[b’]OG&Ho, 
a1 = a’+eb’+go+ ho, 
Val = Va’. 
An application of Lemma 2 now allows us to decompose A: 
A = [al]@[b~]OGd33Ho. 
Inducting, we may find B,, G,,+ and Hn+ sdch that 
A =[a#% . l O[a,]0B,OG~.-IQH~-B, 
where B,, has finite rank, G,.-1 G G, H&-l s H. Let 
Cn = [a&B- l 4B[a,3@ 
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It is easy to see that G = &--I @ Ga, and G:,, since it has finite rank, is a direct sum of 
cyclic valuated groups by Corollary 6. If X is any finite subset of G, X c Cn for some 
pt. Therefore X is contained in a summand of G which is a direct sum of finitely many 
cyclic valuated groups, namely GL. 
Now let {gl, g2,. . .} b e a countable generating set for G. There is a summand .M of 
G containing ; which is a direct sum of cyclic valuated groups of finite rank. Assume 
that we have constructed afinite chain 
such that each Mi is a direct sum of cyclic valuated groups of finite rank, and 
k 1, . . l 3 gi}CM;:. 
Taking a finite set of generators of M n- 1 and g,, we can construct M,. W& N L = MI 
and M, = M,-l ON,. Then each Ni is a direct sum of cyclic valuated groups by 
Corollary 6, and G = @z,Ni. 
3. Mixed abelian groups 
In this section, the results of Section 2 are modified in order to describe direct 
summands of simply presented groups and affable groups. 
A subset X ={x-} l icl of a group A is a decomposition basis if [X] is the free 
subgroup generated by X, A/[X] is torsion and H(C rizi) = min(&. If Y = { yi}i,l is 
a subset of /\ such that yi = nixi for each i, where t2i s a positive integer, then Y is a 
subordinate decomposition basis to X If A = @iEl Ai, where each Ai has torsion free 
rank one and xi E Ai for all i, then X is called a s#tting decomposition basis. 
(Henceforth “torsion free rank” will be abbreviated “rank”.) 
A group is simply presented if it can be defined by generators and relations in such a 
way that all relations are of the form px =L y or px = 0, for various primes p. Simply 
presented p-groups were first defined (under the name T-group) by Crawley and 
Hales [2]. Mixed simply presented, groups have been studied extensively by Warfield 
[13, 153. A rank one group A is aflabk 8 it contains an element a of infinite order 
such that A/[a] is a simply presented i:oir:cion group. An aflabZe group is a direct sum 
of atLble groups of rank one. A group A is almost-affable if there is a simply 
presented torsion group T such that A0 T is an affable group. (Almost simply 
presented groups are defined analogously.) Rotman and Yen [8, p. 2511 have given 
an example of an almost-affable group which is not affable. Every simply presented 
group is affable (Warfield [13, Theorem 1]), but the converse is not true (Warfield 
[lS, 2.71). The classes of almost-affable and almost simply presented groups coin- 
cide, as do the classes of direct summands of affable groups and direct summands of 
simply presented groups. We now show that all four classes coincide. 
e A direct summand of an affable group is almost-affable. 
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Proof. Let A = GOH be an affable group. Let % be the category whose o,bjects are 
groups, and whose morphisms are given by 
Hom%(A, B) = Homz(A, B)/HomZ(A, B,). 
This category was defined by I% Walker. Using %, [12, Theorem 41, and [ 14, 
Theorem 3.111, we may assume that A has Icountable rank, and that all elements of 
infinite order in A have compatible height matrices. Since A is affable, it has a 
splitting decomposition basis X = {xi}: 1, and a subordinate decomposition basis 
Y = { yi}Er such that 
We may thus consider [X] as a direct sum of infinite cyclic valuated groups, where 
v+ = !z~,~x, for x E [X] and p a prime. Unfortunately, we may not apply Theorem 7 
directly, but insteacl must modify the proofs of Lemma 5 and Theorem 7. The details 
will be omitted where there is sufficient similarity between the two proofs. 
The first step, which is essentially the modification of Lemma 5, is to find an 
element g E G and a new decomposition basis X’ such that g E X’. To perform this 
step, we do not need the full hypothesis that A = G 0 He It will suffice if G and .PZ are 
s~ubgroups of A, G OH forms a direct sum, and A/(G@H) is torsion. Tdhis weaker: 
hypothesis will be neede:d later in the proof. Write: 
yi=gi+hi, giE[X]nG, hiE[X]fjH, 
gi = C rijxj, hi = C Sijxj, 
yi = kixi. 
Then rii + Sii = ki, and rij + si, = 0 for i # j. For each prime 1p, there is some 
Starting with gr, we may, as in Lemma 5, find an element 
g = C Uigi = C riXi 
such that, for each prime p, there is some i such that 
Vpg = Vpyi = VpriiXi = VpriXi. 
Performing a basis shift on X via Lemma 1, we obtain a new decom 
VJ I, . . . 9 bn, x,,+l, . . -1 
such that 
g = f, sibi 
i=l 
and Vslbl S K;ibi* for i > ¶. NOW 
Wl, b2, . . .s bn, xn+l, . . J 
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is also a decomposition 
by an application of Lemma 2. 
We next show that a multiple of yl can play a role analogous to al in Theorem 7. 
Now [X’]n G = [g]@Go, so there is a multiple erg1 of gl such that 
e1gr =mg+go 
where gof Go. Arguing as in Theorem 7, if 
vpy, < VpSll~lr 
then we may assume that V&lgl = V,mg. We now obtain a decomposition basis Y” 
such that g E Y” and Y”\(g) s Go@H. We have 
([X’]n G)OH I>[ Y'], 
where Y’ = {g, ~2, . . . }. The element ci is a multiple of bi (2 s i s n) and Ci is a multiple 
of xi (i >n). NOW 
Using Lemma 2, each ci in Y’ may be replaced by ci = Ci - qig, and 
Y” = {g, c$, . . .} 
is our required decomposition basis. Using Y”\(g) as a decomposition basis for 
Go@ H we can obtain [h]@ Ho with 
fh l l=nh+ho 
as in Theorem 7, where V,fthl = V&g if V,elgl # V&g, and h is an element of a 
decomposition basis containing . Then an application of Lemma 2 allows 
to be transformed into 
As before, we may find a decomposition basis YI containing e&y1 and z such that 
Yl\{elf 1y1, z} is a decomposition basis for G&Ho. By induction, we may form a 
direct sum CnOGn-~OHn-l where 
Cn = hfiyll@- l 43[e~y,1@[2110~ l l[zk], 
G n-1 e G Hi-1 E H, and a decomposition basis YA containing the generators of C,, 
and such that 
yn\klflyh. . . 9 %fi-dh a,. . . 9 zk) 
is a decomposition basis for G,_ 1 @ -l. Let G:, = (6,O -l)n G. Then G/(GkO 
6,-l) is torsion, and so A/(GL 0 Gn_* @ ) is torsion. Using GL in the role of G and 
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inducting, we may find a decomposition basis X, which contains a subset which is a 
decomposition basis for GL. We also note that given any finite subset .r of G, there is 
some 6; for which F’c G& where F’ consists of elements which are nonzero 
multiples of the elements of F. 
Now let 
be a countable subset of G such that G/[B] is torsion. There is a positive integer ml 
such that mlgl is in some Gkl. A has a decomposition basis X,1 which contains a 
finite subset WI which is a decomposition basis for Gkl. Suppose GL,k+ Xn,kNl and 
Wkwl have all been selected, with 
hgl, . . . 9 mk-lgk-lk Gi+-+ 
Then the finite subset W k-l, along with m&g&, can be used to find Gkk and X& and we 
may assume w&-l s wk. Then u” i= 1 Wi is a decomposition basis for G, which we shall 
call X0. 
In a similar way, H has a decomposition basis Xpi. Xence XG vXH is a decom- 
position basis for A, so by [ 11, Theorem 131, there is a subordinate decomposition 
basis Yo s XC, Yw s XI1 such that YG u YH is a splitting decomposition basis for A. 
Now A/[YH] is affable, and is isomorphic to GO(H/[ Y&J), where the latter 
summand is torsion. Hence G is almost-affable. 
As a result of Theorem 8, the class of groups determined by the structure theorems 
([lo, Theorem 4.21 and 111, Theorem lo]) is closed under direct summands. If
fP(cr, A) represents the ath Ulm invariant of A with respect o the prime p, where ar is 
an ordinal or 00, and ST(c, p, e, A) is the invariant defined in [ll], where c is a 
compatibility class and e is an equivalence class of p-indicators, we may refine [ 11, 
Theorem lo] as follows. 
I’heorem 9. Let A and B be direct summands of affable groups. Then A = B if and 
only if fP(ar, A) = fP(a, B) and ST(c, p, e, A) = ST(c, p, e. ) for all cy, c, p and e. 
The remarks at the end of [l l] show that the class of direct summa& of affable 
groups is the largest class of groups containing 2 and closed under direct summands 
that may be classified via Ulm invariants and ST-invariants. 
Let 
O+A+B+C+O 
be a short exact sequence of groups. This sequence is said to be sequentially-pure if, 
for every height matrix M’, the sequence 
O+MA+MB+MC+o 
is exact. (We define 
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Then Theorem 7 of War 1131 states that G is sequentially-pure-projective if and 
only if C is a direct sum and of a simply presented group. With this, we have 
completed the proof of the foUlowing theorem, which lists six equivalent conditions 






There are two problems to be posed, both regardingTheorem 8.If A = G WY’, can 
we find a decom~sition basis X such that [X] = ([X]n G)@([X] n N)? Of course, 
at the end of the proof we have this and more. If it were possible though to prove this 
fact directly, we could apply Theorem 7 itself rather than modifying the proof. The 
second question is: Can we replace “affable” in Theorem 8 by “direct sum of 
rank one”? The only place that the stronger hypothesis is used is in invoking [ll, 
Theorem 133. For mod~es over a discrete vaIuation ring, only this weaker 
h~othesis is necessary. 
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